
*This is a higher order learning question.  You will earn credit for any reasonable answer. 

X` 

Name:   

 Date:  
The Roman Empire after Caesar Augustus 

Caesar Augustus showed great respect for the 
Senate, but later emperors made no secret 
of their power.  The Senate continued to 
exist after the reign of Augustus, but 
senators had little say over the affairs of 
the empire.  Some of the emperors who 
followed Augustus ruled wisely.  Others 
were foolish and cruel. 

Nero was perhaps the most notorious emperor 
in Roman history.  Nero became emperor at the 
age of seventeen after his mother conspired to kill 
his stepfather.  

 Once Nero came to power, he ordered his 
mother’s execution.  He also killed two wives and 
a stepbrother.  Not only did Nero rule the empire 
ruthlessly by day, at night he prowled the streets 
of Rome assaulting women.   

Nero believed himself to be the most talented 
person in the Roman Empire.  Never before 
had an emperor performed on a stage as 
an actor or singer.  Many Roman nobles 
considered Nero’s performances to be 
outrageous and lacking talent, but no 
one would risk torture or death by 
criticizing the emperor.   

In AD67, Nero toured Greece.  He participated 
in many games and contests, but no rival dared to 

beat the emperor.  As Nero devoted himself to his 
outside pursuits, he lost ruling power.  A year 
after his tour of Greece, Nero faced an attack 
from his soldiers.  His guard claimed Nero cried 
out, “What an artist the world is losing,” as he 
stabbed himself in the neck. 

It was under the emperor Trajan that, by 
AD117, the Roman Empire reached its greatest 
size.  The empire extended from Britain and 
Spain, across France, southern Germany, and the 
Balkan Mountains.  The empire also included 
North Africa and stretched as far east as the 
Caspian Sea.  By that time, the empire completely 
surrounded the vast Mediterranean Sea, which 
later historians described as being a mere “Roman 
lake.”   

In AD121, the emperor Hadrian built a wall 
across northern England to keep out invaders 

from Scotland.  The Romans called the 
Scots “barbarians,” possibly because their 
Celtic language reminded the Romans of 
the sounds made by sheep.  In time, the 
Romans used this term for any 
civilization they considered uncultured.  
Eventually, another group of barbarian 

warriors—from Germany—would lead to the end 
of the Roman Empire. 

Fill in the Blanks 
Many of the Roman  e__p__r__rs  that followed  C__e__ar  Augustus were  f__o__i__h  and  

c__u__l.  Nero was perhaps Rome’s most  n__t__r__o__s  emperor.  He often  p__o__l__d  the  
s__ree__s  of Rome  a__s__u__t__ng  women.  Nero also considered himself to be the most  t__l__n__ed  

person in the empire.  He participated in many  g__m__s  and  c__n__e__ts, though many  n__b__es  

considered Nero to lack  t__l__nt.  Nero’s career ended with his  *a__s__s__i__a__i__n  in AD67.   

Answer in complete sentences 
*1. Based on the test, do you think that managing the Roman Empire in AD117 was easy or difficult?  Defend your 

answer. 
 
 
 
*2.  Xenophobia is the fear or contempt of foreign people and cultures.  Describe an example of Roman xenophobia. 
 
 
 

 


